
Refugees of Syria civil war, the effected personal and inhabitant whose ancestors as well as they 

are permanent citizen of Syria. Refuges includes from the Syria, Iraqi refugee, Palestinian 

refugee and also those which are permanent citizen of Somalia. In 2017 one of the estimated that 

was made for the Syria Arab Republic was 22 million which include all the above mentioned 

refugees. United nation gave a figure of 13.6 million in 2016, these figures include the person 

which are displaced and need assistance, human to acknowledge their vanishing factor. Some 

factors are well known, most major of them are internal displacement of people which was 

figured as 6 million and other crossed to the other countries to avoid miserable circumstances of 

war they are counted to be 5 million in 2016. Most of them used to cross Mediterranean Sea or 

through south east Europe (overland) to reach European Union, due to high number of refugee 

approach the period was said as European Migrant Crisis or also known as Refugee Crisis. 

War and persecution are main cause behind the refugee crisis all over the world. In beginning 6 

people was forced to leave their home and that was reported to happen in every 60 second, but as 

the time proceed that number of people forced to their houses also increased to 24 of average in 

every 60 second. According to UN estimate 6 million of the refugees are displaced, more than 3 

million of them moved towards Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan. While turkey having 3.6 million of 

registered refugee becomes the largest host country. Refugees were from Syria, Afghanistan, 

South Sudan, Myanmar, Somalia, Sudan and Democratic Republic of Congo. That’s just the case 

that these country adopted the refugees and even given them a legal status in their country, their 

right to make a better living which they were unable in home country because of war. The major 

reasons of this civil war were the Syrians low confidence into President Bashar al-Assad ruling 

capabilities and lack of many basic nation need.  

Country that named as Iceland shows high level of humanitarian concern toward the refugees 

also the people of Iceland demanded from government to adopt and allow the refugees. As the 

people assured to the government that they will welcome the refugees by giving them places in 

their own home, help to make their living, it seems like that they really want to share their bread, 

even their culture and languages with Syrian refugee. That kind of sympathetic approach only 

can be committed by generous heart community and Icelanders are among them. Iceland is 

situated between Europe and North America, about 840km North West of United Kingdom and 

about 460km south east of Greenland’s coast. The population is much less in number, limited the 

number of refugees to allow which is 50 in number. 

The voice provoked for refugees to come and make government to deal officially and make them 

to do so, Professor Bryndis Bjorgvinsdottir started a campaign for that cause on facebook, 

astonishing figure arouse in favor. Campaign openly injected the passion in the people of Iceland 

to raise their voice for the refugees to be permitted to join us in our country, asked the 

government to do something about refugees fleeing and also made an official demand from their 

minister of welfare named as Eygló Harðar. Change of vision and effort to do make a perception 

that citizen of Iceland know what happening to the refugees in their camp, why they are dying 

off, what they are lacking, we can say the clear violation of human right being acknowledged by 



professor Bryndis Bjorgvinsdottir in an interview. One of the vital component of all that 

campaign that “refuges have experience, they got skill, they can serve our country as well they 

are human like us, they have desires to live a happy life, make a progress living  that we are 

having, from all that we can say she really know that humanity is above religion, caste and creed. 

Icelanders have a clear approach they were ready to made relation, becoming their friends, 

refuges can help us every field of life either serving us by their skills or serve our country by 

their excellent idea, innovative that might we  don’t even have or will in future. Citizen of 

Iceland shows deep concerns with refugee way to living most of them offers their clothing their 

homes their skill even most them offered places for refugees to make temporary living houses, 

many of them offers to welcome the Syrian refugees and committed to help them in Icelandic 

society norms and culture. We can say as far the people concerns, they were ready to even share 

their table food with refugees and that made a humanitarian exemplary act all over the world 

which can’t to forget even for 10 decades onwards.  

After all that campaign, having a clear pictures about the citizen demand the Iceland’s prime 

minister Sigmundur Davíð Gunnlaugsson, he assured to the people he will do urgent call of 

meeting in regard of refugees status and will make serious effort for that noble cause. He 

highlighted the area specifically Syria to help them out as they needs it badly, situation 

worseness increases day by day. Noble deed always pays off, Iceland became the most peaceful 

country while helping the country involved in crucial and excruciating war. Most of the Iceland 

citizen wants to welcome whole heartedly and some against feelings also felt for the refugees as 

well specially in some part of Europe.  

Martin Patzelt one of the known personal who given shelter to two refugees families and also he 

claimed that German also offering their homes too, but also he facing harsh experience even 

death threat from the people who are not favoring to help Syrian , they also make them 

responsible for de-stabilizing  factor for their nation. Many of incidents are reported that people 

risk their lives to cross UK to give refugees food and shelter, as every good deed wants sacrifices 

and Icelanders knows that better than anyone. When an incidents happens that 71 refugees 

bodies are found dead in a truck just because of ill treatment, the main issue that Icelander was 

concern about refugees camp. After that a massive protest was held, every one participated to 

welcome refugees as they are human like us. Everyone was saying “Say loud say clear, refugees 

are welcome here”. The people who make that word may not last forever but these words will. 

  


